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Abstract

Our submissions to the TREC 2023 Deep Learning
Track and the Tip-of-the-Tongue Track utilized the
power of language models. For the Deep Learning
track, we prompted a Large Language Model (LLM)
to generate more queries for BM25 retrieval, which
did not yield better performance than the BM25 base-
line. We also tried to prompt the model to per-
form passage assessments similar to human asses-
sors, which effectively improved the ranking of the
baseline. For the Tip-of-the-Tongue track, we used
a general-purpose text embedding model to perform
dense retrieval, achieving better performance than
the dense retrieval baseline with a high recall. When
we instructed an LLM to assess whether a Wikipedia
page matches a user’s description, the model did not
seem to produce accurate assessments.

1 Introduction

TREC 2023 Deep Learning Track [2], in its fifth and
last year, had a similar design to its fourth year,
with two tasks: passage ranking and document rank-
ing. Given a set of queries from users and synthetic
queries from language models, the task was to re-
turn a ranked list of candidate passages or documents
based on the likelihood of having an answer to the
query.
TREC 2023 Tip-of-the-Tongue Track [1], a first-

year track, aimed to foster the development of search
algorithms to help people find previously watched
movies based on their tip-of-the-tongue descriptions,
which could be verbose, inaccurate, incomplete, and
complex. Given a set of tip-of-the-tongue descrip-
tions of movies and a subset of Wikipedia pages, the
task was to return a ranked list of 1,000 candidate
pages in terms of their possibilities to match each
given description.
In the rest of this report, we describe our meth-

ods for submitted runs, which leveraged the power of

Large Language Models (LLMs), and provide some
preliminary analyses of the evaluation results.

2 Methods

2.1 Dense Retrieval

We used dense retrieval methods for the Tip-of-
the-Tongue track, where the relevance score of each
query-document pair was computed as the cosine sim-
ilarity between the text embedding vectors of each.
We experimented with several text embedding mod-
els and finally chose the General Text Embeddings
(GTE) model gte-large [3] based on its best zero-
shot performance in retrieving relevant documents,
i.e., without fine-tuning, on the development set. We
prepared two dense retrieval runs for the Tip-of-the-
Tongue track: WatS-DR where gte-large was di-
rectly applied on the test set, and WatS-TDR where
gte-large was first fine-tuned on the training set
and then applied on the test set.

2.2 Large Language Models

With billions of parameters, LLMs exhibit superior
performance of understanding text and are able to
perform many downstream tasks in zero-shot or few-
shot settings with proper prompts. In our experi-
ment, we attempted to utilize the power of LLMs to
expand queries and perform document-level assess-
ments. To ensure the reproducibility of our exper-
iment and endorse the spirit of open-sourcing, we
chose Llama 2 [4] as the LLM component in our
methods, which has multiple sizes: 7B, 13B, and 70B,
each with two variant: the foundation version that
was only trained on a massive text corpus, and the
chat version that was further fine-tuned on a curated
instruction set. At the time when we prepared our
runs (from July to August in 2023), Llama 2 70B
Chat was the best-performing open-source LLM on
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[INST] <<SYS>>

You are a search engine assistant. Your job is

to help users create a list of candidate

queries based on their information needs (

questions). Your queries should be suitable

for term-based retrieval algorithms, such as

BM25. You may replace the original question

with relevant words or synonyms. Your

queries should be diverse and aim to find

answers to the original question. You need

to replace abbreviation words with their

full forms. Put your candidate queries in

quotation marks.

<</SYS>>

Original question: {query}
Please create a list of diverse candidate

queries for search engines. [/INST]

Figure 1: Prompt template for expanding queries.
Underscored words in curly brackets are placeholders,
which will be filled with corresponding values in each
model call.

the HuggingFace Open LLM Leaderboard1.

2.3 Prompt Engineering

Due to time and hardware constraints, we were only
able to run inference of Llama 2 models rather than
fine-tuning them, i.e., writing suitable prompts to in-
struct them to perform different downstream tasks.
In other words, we depended on the models’ knowl-
edge and reasoning capabilities acquired during pre-
training and/or instruction fine-tuning. In the rest
of this section, we describe how we prompted Llama
2 to perform several tasks and how we incorporated
their outputs into producing runs.

2.3.1 Query Expansion

The intuition is that having a set of relevant
queries for the same information need may increase
the chance of finding more relevant documents, i.e.,
higher recall, for term-based retrieval algorithms such
as BM25, which are poor at understanding synonyms
and matching relevant terms. Figure 1 shows the
prompt we used to instruct Llama 2 70B Chat to
expand each query.
We used this query expansion method to produce

a passage retrieval run for the Deep Learning track.
For each generated query, we ran BM25 to get the top
100 results. Then we merged those ranked lists in a

1https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/open_

llm_leaderboard

[INST] <<SYS>>

You are a document labeler. Your task is to read

a passage and a query from the user and

judge whether the passage is relevant to the

query. Your answer should be "yes" or "no".

You don’t need to explain your answer.

<</SYS>>

Query: {query}
Passage: {passage}
Question: {question regarding one aspect}
Please answer "yes" or "no". [/INST]

Figure 2: Prompt template for assessing passages
from the Deep Learning track. Underscored words in
curly brackets are placeholders, which will be filled
with corresponding values in each model call.

round-robin way, incorporating one relevant passage
from each list at each round. When a retrieved pas-
sage was included into the merged list, its score would
be its BM25 score. If the passage was already in the
merged list, its score would be updated by adding the
BM25 score of the duplicate passage to be merged. In
this way, a document that is ranked highly for multi-
ple queries will also be ranked highly in the final list.
The final run WatS-Augmented-BM25 was created by
sorting their scores and taking the top 100 results for
each query.

2.3.2 Document Assessment

We tried to use LLMs to perform document assess-
ments, based on which we further reranked docu-
ments from the previous retrieval stage. We had dif-
ferent prompts to assess several aspects of a candidate
document regarding a given query. For the passage
retrieval task of the Deep Learning track, we asked
Llama 2 70B Chat to assess the following three
aspects of a candidate passage regarding the query:

1. Is the above passage relevant to the query?

2. Does the above passage answer the query?

3. Does the above passage provide a direct answer
to the query?

Figure 2 shows the prompt we used to assess each
candidate passage regarding the query in terms of
one aspect. For each query-passage pair, the model
was called three times to generate three responses
regarding the three aspects mentioned above respec-
tively. If the model gave yes to the third aspect,
the passage to be assessed would have a boost score
of 3. If it was not the case but the model gave
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[INST] <<SYS>>

You are a movie expert. You need to read the

user’s description of a movie and one

Wikipedia page of a movie. Then you need to

evaluate whether the Wikipedia page matches

the user’s description. You need first to

find relationships between the description

and the Wikipedia page, including

consistencies and inconsistencies, and then

give your overall confidence (perfect match,

mostly match, partial match, no match) of

whether the Wikipedia page matches the user’

s description.

<</SYS>>

User description:

{query title}. {query text}
Wikipedia page:

{wiki page[:10000]}
Now, please find relationships between the

description and the Wikipedia page,

including consistencies and inconsistencies,

and then give your overall confidence (

perfect match, mostly match, half match,

less match, no match) of whether the

Wikipedia page matches the user’s

description. [/INST]

Figure 3: Prompt template for assessing Wikipedia
pages from the Tip-of-the-Tongue track. Underscored
words in curly brackets are placeholders, which will
be filled with corresponding values in each model call.

yes to the second aspect, the passage would have
a boost score of 2. If it was still not the case not
but the model gave yes to the first aspect, the pas-
sage would have a boost score of 1. Otherwise, the
passage would not have a boost score, i.e., 0. To
rerank results from the previous stage, we set the
final score to be 10 × boost + previous score.
We produced two runs: WatS-LLM-Rerank-Base

and WatS-LLM-Rerank by reranking BM25-Baseline,
which was provided as a baseline run by the
track organizers, and WatS-Augmented-BM25 re-
spectively. Unfortunately, we accidentally missed
WatS-LLM-Rerank-Base in our submissions to the
track, so we calculated its evaluation results on our
own using the qrels released by the track organizers.

Note that running inference of Llama 2 70B
Chat to assess documents was very time-consuming
and computationally expensive, especially since we
had 700 queries and 100 documents for each query.
It took about two hours to finish assessing 1,000 doc-
uments with three aspects on a computing node with
four A100 (40G RAM) GPUs.

For the Tip-of-the-Tongue track, the number of
documents to be assessed was even more, with 150
queries and 1,000 candidate documents retrieved by
dense retrieval for each query. Meanwhile, the candi-
date documents are Wikipedia pages, which are much
longer than passages in the Deep Learning track.
However, Llama 2 can only handle at most 4,096 to-
kens (prompt + generation). Longer sequence length
also results in exponentially higher GPU memory
consumption. To the lower computation requirement,
we chose a smaller model Llama 2 13B Chat to per-
form document assessments and prompted the model
to return assessments out of several given options in
one call. Figure 3 shows the prompt we used, where
we truncated the Wikipedia page at its 10000th char-
acter to ensure the total sequence would not exceed
the limit of Llama 2 13B Chat.

We mapped each option to a level score: perfect
match - 4, mostly match - 3, half match - 2, less
match - 1, no match - 0. Those level scores were
used to rerank our dense retrieval run WatS-TDR,
where the merged score was computed as level +
cosine similarity (cosine similarity ∈ [−1, 1]).
In some cases, the model failed to generate the ex-
act words of the given options, which would require
humans to read the response and determine what op-
tion the model chose, e.g., no match is equivalent to
completely different. Thus, we did not consider this
run as a purely automatic run. Perhaps more power-
ful models would adhere more strictly to the instruc-
tions. Unfortunately, we produced duplicate docu-
ments for some queries when we merged results when
running distributed inference on a compute cluster
and did not notice this issue when submitting this
run WatS-TDR-RR. But we still got the evaluation re-
sult of this run from the track organizers.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Deep Learning Track

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of our runs and
the BM25 baseline run provided by the track organiz-
ers. Note that our methods did not utilize the qrels
from previous years.

3.1.1 Query Expansion

Table 2 shows an example list of generated queries
based on the original query “Why are the feathers of
birds bright?”. We can see that LLAMA 2 70B Chat is
good at paraphrasing sentences, especially replacing
words with synonyms. However, replacing frequently
used words with less frequently used ones seems to
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Run AP NDCG@10 Precision@10 MRR

BM25-Baseline 0.092 0.262 0.381 0.627

WatS-Augmented-BM25 0.076 0.193 0.171 0.422
WatS-LLM-Rerank 0.107 0.290 0.267 0.522
WatS-LLM-Rerank-Base 0.115 0.371 0.501 0.723

Table 1: Evaluation results of some runs submitted to the Deep Learning track. BM25-Baseline was provided
by the track organizers. Note that we accidentally missed WatS-LLM-Rerank-Base in our submissions to the
track. We calculated its evaluation results ourselves after obtaining the qrels from the track organizers.

Original Query:
Why are the feathers of birds bright?

Expanded Candidate Queries:
1. Why do birds have vibrant feathers?
2. What is the purpose of brightly colored feathers
in birds?
3. Birds’ feather coloration: why are some species
so bright?
4. The role of pigmentation in bird feathers: a
search for brightness
5. Bright feathers, big birds: is there a connection?
6. Are brightly colored birds more attractive to
mates?
7. Do bright feathers serve as a warning signal for
predators?
· · ·

Table 2: Some candidate queries generated by LLAMA

2 70B Chat based on the original query (query id:
3004033).

have little help in improving BM25 retrieval, e.g.,
replacing bright with vibrant in the first generated
question. Meanwhile, we observe that LLAMA 2 70B

Chat tried to incorporate potential answers into the
query, e.g., the sixth generated question “Are brightly
colored birds more attractive to mates?”. Those gen-
erated questions seemed to be reasonable and relevant
to the user’s information needs.

However, in terms of the overall evaluation results,
from the comparison between BM25-Baseline and
WatS-Augmented-BM25 in Table 1, we can see that
our query expansion pipeline was not able to improve
the retrieval performance of the BM25 algorithm un-
der any of the four metrics. We need to further study
the performance of generated queries from LLAMA 2

70B Chat with our prompt in terms of its ability to
produce suitable queries for term-based retrieval al-
gorithms. We may also need to investigate other ways
to effectively combine the expanded queries with the
BM25 algorithm.

Run nDCG Success@1000 MRR

BM25 0.139 0.447 0.084
Dense-Retrieval 0.143 0.547 0.068
GPT-4 0.264 0.376 0.233

WatS-DR 0.204 0.707 0.120
WatS-TDR 0.248 0.753 0.152
WatS-TDR-RR 0.124 0.753 0.034

Table 3: Evaluation results of some runs submitted
to the Tip-of-the-Tongue track. The top three runs
are baseline runs provided by the track organizers,
and the bottom three runs are ours.

3.1.2 LLM Reranking

From the comparison between BM25-Baseline and
WatS-LLM-Rerank-Base, and the comparison be-
tween WatS-Augmented-BM25 and WatS-LLM-Rerank,
we can see that our reranking with LLM assess-
ments was able to improve the overall retrieval per-
formance under all four metrics. The relatively poor
performance of WatS-LLM-Rerank was caused by the
poor performance of WatS-Augmented-BM25 that it
was based on. Meanwhile, WatS-LLM-Rerank-Base
achieved the best performance among our runs, es-
pecially in terms of NDCG@10, precision@10 and
mean reciprocal rank. This indicates that LLAMA 2

70B Chat with our prompt can help assess passages
in terms of user queries, identify useful passages, and
move them to higher positions in the final ranked list.

3.2 Tip-of-the-Tongue Track

Table 3 shows the evaluation results for some runs
submitted to the Tip-of-the-Tongue track.

3.2.1 Dense Retrieval

We can see that all our runs that were based on
dense retrieval achieved better performance than the
BM25 baseline run, which indicates that term-based
retrieval algorithms are not suitable for this task, i.e.,
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determining whether a Wikipedia page matches the
user’s tip-of-the-tongue description.
Comparing our WatS-DR and the provided dense

retrieval baseline Dense-Retrieval, we can see that
even without being fine-tuned on the provided train-
ing set, the text embedding model gte-large
achieved much better performance than the one used
in the dense retrieval baseline under all three metrics.
WatS-TDR achieved even better performance when we
fine-tuned gte-large on the provided training set.

The comparison between our WatS-TDR and the
provided GPT-4 is interesting. WatS-TDR was able
to get the correct answer, i.e., finding the matched
Wikipedia page, within the top 1,000 ranked results
for about 75% of the time, as observed from the Suc-
cess@1000 metric. Furthermore, when it got the cor-
rect answer within the top 1,000, most of the time
the correct answer was among the top ten results, as
observed from the MRR metric. For GPT-4, it could
only get the correct answer for 37.6% of the time,
but when it got the answer, the answer seemed to
be ranked extremely high (top one or two), as ob-
served by considering the Success@1000 metric and
the MRR metric together.

3.2.2 LLM Reranking

When we incorporated the LLM assessment described
in Section 2.3.2, WatS-TDR-RR decreased the perfor-
mance of a good run WatS-TDR to be even worse
than the BM25 run in terms of nDCG and MRR,
which means LLAMA 2 13B Chat with our prompt
was probably not able to make accurate assessments
of whether a Wikipedia page matches the user’s tip-
of-the-tongue description and therefore messed up the
initially good ordering of results in WatS-TDR.

4 Conclusion

We experimented with LLAMA 2 variants during our
participation in the TREC 2023 Deep Learning Track
and the Tip-of-the-Tongue Track. For the Deep
Learning track, with our crafted prompt, LLAMA 2

70B Chat was able to perform passage assessments,
based on which we improved the baseline ranking.
However, our attempt to prompt the model to gen-
erate more queries to augment the BM25 retrieval
did not result in better performance than the BM25
baseline. For the Tip-of-the-Tongue track, using a
more recently released and more powerful text em-
bedding model, we achieved better dense retrieval
performance than the provided dense retrieval base-
line, with a high recall. But LLAMA 2 13B Chat did
not seem to produce accurate assessments, when we

instructed it to assess whether a Wikipedia page
matches a user’s description. Our work shows the po-
tential of LLMs in improving search algorithms, with
limitations such as poor performance for tasks requir-
ing higher levels of reasoning and expensive compu-
tation costs.
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